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target performances. Therefore, we propose a timing-aware cell layout de-compaction technique for yield optimization. The proposed method relaxes the width of a given cell layout
under given timing constraints to optimize the yield. Since there is normally a high quality,
hand-crafted original cell library, it is straightforward to optimize the yield by relaxing the
width of the original layout with low computational effort, rather than creating it from scratch.
Moreover, the layout after de-compaction preserves the integrity and the predictability of the
original layout because it also preserves the relative geometry as the original layouts.
The proposed method optimizes the yield by minimizing the Critical Area (CA). Critical
area is defined as the area in which the center of a spot defect must fall to cause a fault and
its reduction plays an important role for yield enhancement. This de-compaction framework
is also effective for OPC-relaxation.

The OPC-relaxation results in terms of the fractured

mask data size reduction is also shown in this chapter. Moreover, the proposed framework is
applied to the redundant contact insertion adjacent to the single contacts. Recently, contact
failure becomes one of the most dominant yield loss reasons and redundant contact insertion
is highly recommended to improve the yield.

To take the parametric yield into account,

the proposed de-compaction framework is also extended to the gate layout pattern regularity
enhancement to reduce the systematic variation of the gate critical dimensions.
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linear constraints. For example of Figure 6.2, a minimum-width constraint,
minimum-spacing constraint,

and a

etc., are extracted.

Formally speaking, a node Vi in a constraint graph represents a layout element Ei, usually
an edge of a polygon or an instance of an object such as via. For example, let xi represent
the x coordinate of a layout element Ei, the minimum spacing constraint between two layout
elements Ei and Ej is written as,

where dij is the minimum distance required by a

design rule. This constraint corresponds to a directed arc Aij, from node Vi to Vj with weight
dij in the constraint graph.
Of course, not only spacing and width design rules, but also other miscellaneous rules are
formulated to create a layout without design rule violations after de-compaction.

The LP

formulation of the yield cost functions and the timing constraints will be explained in the
following sections.
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critical areas after horizontal

de-compaction.

The vertical CA are reduced by relaxing the width/space of

polygons and finally become 0 when the width/space becomes the same value as the defect
size D, whereas the horizontal CA are possibly increased since the length of horizontal wire
segments are increased by horizontal de-compaction. The horizontal CA is easy to formulate
as a linear function because it increases in proportion to the length. On the other hand, the
calculation of the vertical CA is not so easy because it changes as shown in Figure 6.6. The
critical area should be 0 if the width/space is larger than the defect size D. To realize this
function, we use temporary variables r and l. These variables are defined as follows:
(6.1)
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Relaxation

As the VLSI feature sizes are substantially smaller than the lithography wavelength, the
resolution enhancement techniques (RETs) such as Optical Proximity Correction (OPC) and
Phase Shift Masks become essential to draw the patterns correctly.

Due to these RETs,

the VLSI lithography processes become more and more complex and the cost of the masks
is expected to increase steeply along with the mask data size as shown in Figure 6.8[41].
Among several RETs, OPC is one of the main contributors to the mask cost, which includes the mask data preparation and the mask writing process costs.

Both of the costs

increase almost in proportion to the data size of the mask writer format, which is converted
by fracturing the GDSII layout data into rectangles and trapezoids. Therefore, the OPC alleviation by modifying the layout has a significant effect on the mask data size reduction.
Recently, a lot of papers have been published in the area of the lithography-aware

design
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Figure

6.10 The change of the OPC pattern from (a)hammer

head style to (b)serif style.

procedure for critical area minimization also increases the wire width to avoid disconnection
type failures, the wire width expansion is not effective for OPC data volume reduction. When
the width of the wire increases wider than some threshold value, the OPCed pattern of this
wire changes from so-called hammer-head style to serif style pattern as shown in Figure 6.10,
and results in the data volume increase.

Therefore, the proposed OPC-relaxation

method

executes only wire space expansion during de-compaction in the same manner as the previous
section, whereas the width of the wire segments keep the same value as those of before the
de-compaction.

6.3.3

Redundant

Contact

Insertion

In this section, we will explain how to maximize the number of the additional redundant
contacts under timing and area constraints. In addition to the critical area based on the random defect related faults, there are a lot of other yield loss reasons in reality. Contact/Via
open failure is one of the most important[47, 48, 49]. Due to various reasons such as cut
misalignment in a manufacturing process, electro-migration
may fail partially or completely.

and thermal stress, a contact

A well-known method to improve the contact yield is to
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contact

insertion.

add a redundant contact adjacent to a single contact. Also for standard cells, the redundant
contact insertion is commonly used to improve their yield[50]. In this section, we explain
the formulation of the redundant contact insertion for standard cells under the timing-aware
de-compaction framework.
The proposed method inserts redundant contacts adjacent to as many single contacts as
possible under given timing and area constraints. Since two parallel contacts are assumed to
be enough for yield enhancement, at most one redundant contact is inserted adjacent to each
single contact. In our formulation, a Boolean variable is assigned to every single contact.
Assume that the variable is written as r, for a single contact i, this variable takes the value of
0 if a redundant contact is inserted adjacent to this single contact, otherwise 1. Therefore, to
maximize the number of the redundant contacts, the cost function of the LP is formulated as
follows.
(6.4)
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where xyiis an x coordinate of a gate element Eyi, P is the regular pitch and ki is an integer
variable. This objective function is linearized by introducing two variables L, and Ri for each
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In this formulation,Li is smaller than both xyiand kip, whereas Li is maximizedby the
minimizationconstraint (6.8). Therefore,Li is always equal to the smaller one of 4 or kip.
On the other hand, Ri is larger than both xyiand kip, whereas Ri is minimized.Therefore,Ri
is always equal to the larger one of them. Since kl is an integer variable, the distance between
a gate and the nearest regular pitch is calculated.
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to the coordinates
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Critical

of the polygons

of the outside
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Experimental
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frame
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circuits

inside

100

used

for the experiment

the layout.

of the generated

cell

During
is enlarged

of the

final GDSII
to fit the

cell layout.

Results

Area Minimization

The proposed timing-aware de-compaction method for critical area minimization was implemented to show its effectiveness. In this experiment, we used ILOG CPLEX 9.1[27] for
an LP solver and 8 cells from a standard-cell library of a 90nm technology were used as
benchmarks. Among these 8 cells, 6 cells are single-stage and the others are multi-stage.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarize the characteristics of these cells. These tables show the circuit name, the explanation of each circuit, the number of the stages inside each circuit, the
number of transistors, the original cell delay value, the original cell area, and the original
critical area. Delay„rigcolumn shows the original delay of a timing arc. The delay values of
these arcs were constrained in this experiment. To calculate the original cell delay, a netlist
with parasitic capacitances is extracted using Mentor Graphics Calibre xL[59] and simulated
using Synopsys HSPICE[60]. The tables of the delay slope value(Figure 6.16) for P and N
type transistors are also calculated using HSPICE in advance. In this experiment, we did not
connect an additional capacitor to the output net to clarify the effect of the intra-cell parasitic elements. The defect size used in this experiment is 1.5 times larger than the minimum
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The

performance

characteristics

of the benchmark

circuits

101

used

for the experiment

of the

area minimization.

width/space of the first metal layer and the CAs are calculated only for the first metal layers.
All the experiments were conducted on a Linux machine with Xeon 3.4GHz processor and
2GB of RAM.
Tables 6.3 and 6.4 summarize the results of the proposed timing-aware de-compaction
method. These tables show the target and the actual delay value, the cell area, and the CA
of the generated
ttargetand

cell layouts.

tactualare the target

Delay

error

and the actual

is calculated
delay,

by

(ttarget‑tactual)/ttarget×100

respectively."No

constraint"

,

where

in the column

of Target means that no timing constraints were set in this case. Because the vertical CA
decreases but the horizontal CA possibly increases by horizontal de-compaction, there must
be an optimal value of the total CA. The value of CA in the no constraint case is the minimum
CA value for each cell. The runtime to create the de-compacted layout is about 0.1 second
even for the largest example of ON2222_3 which consists of 56 transistors. The runtime for
creating the tables of slope values and the first HSPICE simulation for each cell is excluded
because they are conducted just once in advance. The delay values of the generated layouts
are also simulated by HSPICE using a netlist extracted by Calibre xL. The errors of the target
and actual delay values are less than 1% for most cases and the average absolute error is
0.49%. Figure 6.21 plots the target and the simulated delay values in the case of the singlestage cell NOR4_1 when the input signal to the P type transistor connected to VDD falls
from logic level 1 to 0. The simulated delay values show good accordance with the target
delay values. Figure 6.22 also plots the target and the simulated delay values in the case of
the multi-stage cell ADDH_1. These results show that the developed delay model is accurate
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depending
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nodes.

Figure 6.27 An example of OPC results in 65nm technology (a) before and (b) after de-compaction.
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we also used ILOG CPLEX 9.1 [27] for an MILP
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Insertion
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Summary

This chapter proposed a yield optimization method for standard cells by cell layout decompaction under timing constraints.

The proposed method performs a de-compaction

of

the original layout under given timing constraints using LP. We developed a new linear delay
model which approximates the difference from the original cell delay and used this model to
formulate the timing constraints as LP. Experimental results showed that the developed delay
model is accurate enough to constrain the delay during de-compaction.

The maximum CA

reduction was about 25% on an average of 8 cells.
The proposed method was also shown to be effective for OPC mask data volume reduction.
The proposed de-compaction method expands the spacings of the polygons inside the layout
and eases the optical proximity effects under given timing constraints using LP. We use the
fractured mask data size during mask creation to evaluate the OPC cost. Experimental results
on a 90nm cell layouts showed that the proposed method reduces the fractured mask data size
4.28% on an average in the case that 10% delay increase is allowed. The effectiveness of the
proposed method in the future technology was also demonstrated.
The redundant contact insertion was realized by the proposed timing-aware de-compaction
framework. The proposed method inserts the redundant contacts as many as possible under
given timing and area constraints using LP.
This chapter also showed the extension of the de-compaction method to a gate layout pattern regularity enhancement to reduce the systematic variation of the gate CD. With 10%
allowable delay increase, 73.7% gates of 25 cells in a 90nm technology are placed perfectly
on-pitch by the proposed method. Experiment on the EPE estimation showed that the standard deviation of the gate CD EPE distribution is reduced by about 28% compared to that of
the original layouts and showed that the proposed regularity enhancement method is effective
for reducing the systematic CD variation.
The proposed timing-aware yield enhancement method enables us to explore the tradeoff between yield and performance.

We can pick up the yield/performance

variants from

the trade-off curve and provide a yield-enhanced cell library. The proposed method is the
essential technique to realize the yield-aware VLSI design methodologies.
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6: We have proposed a timing-aware cell layout de-compaction

yield optimization using Linear Programming(LP).

method for

The proposed method performs a de-

compaction of the original layout in order to improve the yield by minimizing the Critical
Area(CA)

inside the cell. This yield improvement procedure is executed under given tim-

ing constraints. We developed a new linear delay model which approximates the difference
from the original cell delay and used this model to formulate the timing constraints as LP.
Experimental results showed that the developed delay model is accurate enough to constrain
the delay during de-compaction.

The CA is correctly minimized under the given timing

constraint, and the maximum CA reduction was about 25% on an average of 8 cells. The
proposed method was also shown to be effective for OPC mask data volume reduction. The
proposed de-compaction method expands the spacings of the polygons inside the layout and
relaxes the optical proximity effects under given timing constraints.

Experimental results

on a 90nm cell layouts showed that the proposed method reduces the fractured mask data
size 4.28% on an average in the case that 10% delay increase is allowed. The redundant
contact insertion was realized under the proposed timing-aware de-compaction framework.
The proposed method inserts the redundant contacts as many as possible under given timing
and area constraints using LP. This chapter also showed the extension of the de-compaction
method to a gate layout pattern regularity enhancement to reduce the systematic variation of
the gate critical dimension(CD).

With 10% allowable delay increase, 73.7% gates of 25 cells

in a 90nm technology are placed perfectly on-pitch by the proposed method. Experiment
on the edge placement error(EPE) estimation showed that the standard deviation of the gate
CD EPE distribution is reduced by about 28% compared with that of the original layouts
and the proposed regularity enhancement method is effective for reducing the systematic CD
variation. The proposed timing-aware yield enhancement method enables us to explore the
trade-off between yield and performance.

We can pick up the yield/performance

variants

from the trade-off curve and provide a yield-enhanced cell library. The proposed method is
the essential technique to realize the yield-aware VLSI design methodologies.

Now we are sure that these results in this thesis such as the exact minimum-width
layout synthesis techniques, the comprehensive
layout de-compaction

cell

cell layout synthesis method, and the cell

method for yield optimization will be used for standard-cell layout

optimization in terms of area, delay, and yield, and contribute to the VLSI performance and
reliability improvement.
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